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• In this video I will explain what rebroadcast, reattach and promote is.
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• When a transaction is send to a node it is possible that the node neighbours did not 
receive the transaction. Reasons for this to happen are for example, the node the 
wallet is connected to, went offline after the transaction is received or the node is 
severely overloaded.

• This situation can be resolved by rebroadcasting the transaction. This basically means 
sending the exact same transaction to the node and all the node’s neighbours again. 

• In Javascript, to rebroadcast a transaction use the “broadcastBundle” API call.  The same 
transaction bundle is send to the node which in turn sends it to the node neighbours.
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• Most of the time a transaction will be received by the node and its neighbours. 

• Unless you are using your own full node and know that a transaction was not 
broadcast, there is little use for rebroadcast.

• Instead of using rebroadcast most users will benefit by using reattach or promote to 
get their transaction accepted by the network.
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• If the number of transactions on the IOTA network is low and a submitted transaction 
is not confirmed within the first 30 minutes, this transaction will increasingly unlikely to 
get approved. The transaction will remain pending. 

• This is because the tip selection prefers newer transactions instead of older ones.

• By reattaching this transaction to the Tangle you create a new transaction which is 
more likely to get confirmed by other transactions.

• Reattaching a transaction means creating a new transaction with the same signed 
bundle as the original transaction.
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• The trunk and branch transaction are not included in the signed bundle.

• Two new random tips are picked and used in the new transaction and Proof of Work 
has to be done again.

• Lets compare the original transaction bundle with the new transaction bundle.  
https://www.mobilefish.com/download/iota/reattachment_example1.txt 
https://www.mobilefish.com/download/iota/reattachment_example2.txt

• The transactions inside the transaction bundle have different hashes, trunkTransactions, 
branchTransactions, attachmentTimestamp and nonces.

https://www.mobilefish.com/download/iota/reattachment_example1.txt
https://www.mobilefish.com/download/iota/reattachment_example2.txt
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"hash": "WRIQ...9999",
"signatureMessageFragment": "9999...9999"
"address": "RDBI...QPIM9",
"value": 2,
"obsoleteTag": "RB9999999999999999999999999",
"timestamp": 1518010620,
"currentIndex": 0,
"lastIndex": 3,
"bundle": "ROLK...BWUA",
"trunkTransaction": "USJC...9999",
"branchTransaction": "AKUA...9999",
"tag": "999999999999999999999999999",
"attachmentTimestamp": 1518014060927,
"attachmentTimestampLowerBound": 0,
"attachmentTimestampUpperBound": 3812798742493,
"nonce": "EA999IRE9999999999999999999"
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• When an user reattach a pending transaction, the new transaction is attached to a 
different part of the Tangle and the reattached transaction shows up as a new 
transaction in the wallet transaction history.

• In Javascript, to reattach a transaction use the “replayBundle” API call.

• Online tools are available where anyone can reattach a transaction on the Tangle, all 
that is required is the tail transaction hash (currentIndex=0). 
For example: 
http://pro.iota.fm/ 
http://www.reattach.online/

http://pro.iota.fm/
http://www.reattach.online/
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• The original transaction can be reattached or you can reattach the reattached 
transaction. It does not matter. 

• Reattaching a transaction creates a double spend situation but only one can ever 
confirm. The other transaction(s) will remain pending.

• The recommendation is to keep reattaching every 30 minutes that a transaction 
remains pending. Chances of confirmation are significantly increased with each 
reattachment.
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• As mentioned earlier the tip selection prefers newer transactions instead of older 
ones.

• When a pending transaction is promoted it creates a zero value transaction which will 
both validate the transaction and the current milestone.  The current milestone is 
directly or indirectly referenced.

• The zero value transaction is now the top of the Tangle and is more likely to get 
confirmed by other transactions.

• Promoting a pending transaction is more effective than reattaching a pending  
transaction. If you have the choice, select promote.
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• In Javascript, to promote a transaction use the “promoteTransaction” API call.

• You can keep promoting until your transaction confirms.

• Lets create a transaction, but this transaction is pending. 
https://www.mobilefish.com/download/iota/promote_example1.txt

https://www.mobilefish.com/download/iota/promote_example1.txt
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• Promote the transaction. 
https://www.mobilefish.com/download/iota/promote_example2.txt

https://www.mobilefish.com/download/iota/promote_example2.txt
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• After the first promote, the transaction is still pending.  
Promote the transaction again. 
https://www.mobilefish.com/download/iota/promote_example3.txt

https://www.mobilefish.com/download/iota/promote_example3.txt
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• In the future there will be no need for manual reattach or promote as this is going to 
happen automatically under the wallet’s hood.

• If more people use the Tangle, more transactions (meaning more tips) are created.  
The transactions are getting confirmed without the use for reattaching or promoting.


